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ABSTRACT

The mandate of Article 33 of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia maximizes all elements of development as an effort to realize the people’s prosperity through the development of law in the field of investment in the perspective of regional autonomy in the border regions of the Republic of Indonesia. Border areas are a problem because legal certainty for investors has yet to find a meeting point for investment, especially in border areas, so it seems that government responsibilities are still minimal in efforts to equalize the welfare of its people. Normative juridical research methods using secondary legal materials produce a coherent legal science research in finding the truth, and the results of this study suggest that legal certainty does not accommodate the interests of development in border areas, causing a chain problem and an investment climate improvement is based on the fact that the lack the interest of foreign investors in Indonesia is caused by various obstacles, which in turn hinder the business of investors or cause the transfer of business to other countries. The author concludes to overcome economic problems, especially in investing, the government takes steps to encourage the competitiveness of national industries, through deregulation, bureaucratization, and law enforcement and business certainty. Therefore, through this paper, it is necessary to reform the legal rules by preparing regional regulations, especially in North Sulawesi relating to investment management in the border region, as a sample of study material that can provide legal certainty and protection for investors throughout Indonesia.
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INTRODUCTION

Article 33 of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia whose purpose is for the welfare of the people, all potentials in the field of economic development, especially earth, water, and natural wealth must be maximized as the maximum goal is for the prosperity of the people. The highest authority holder, the interests of the people must be prioritized by involving the State as the movers, organizers and executors of development with the aim of the people’s prosperity, as the National Development Vision and mission of 2005 – 2025 refers to the country’s goals as outlined in Chapter III of the Republic of Indonesia Number 17 in 2007 concerning the National Long-Term Development Plan and the core of a just, prosperous, and independent nation that is also the driving force, implementer and object of national development, the people also have the right to enjoy the results of development all of which are carried out for the benefit of the people by the people and
for the people who prioritize justice in nation-building. The stream of expediency with the motto “the greatest happiness of the greatest number” emphasizes the importance of government intervention to create maximum happiness for many people.^{1} Vision and mission will be realized if optimally and the potential possessed by maximizing natural resources as the main capital of national development.

An important task of the government is to realize Indonesia as a welfare state with the aim of advancing public welfare and social justice, namely by establishing various public policies in order to improve social welfare. This does not conflict with the thought of the flow of law that emphasizes the achievement of happiness as much as possible for many people, known as utilitarianism. Utility theory states that the law aims to realize only what is beneficial.^{2} Good and bad law in managing a country’s economy must be measured by the merits of the consequences resulting from the application of the law. This means that a new legal provision can be judged well if the consequences resulting from its application are good, maximum happiness and less suffering.^{3}

The economic growth of a region also depends on the geographical factors of a region. The geostrategic concept is not associated with the development of the concept of development policies and strategies that motivated the economic benefits, but also capable of bringing glory development of a country in various fields who not only seek economic profit as the main objective, but also build strength, influence, and the glory of the country.^{4}

The implementation of government affairs by the regional government is carried out based on the principle of autonomy and co-administration, which means that the rights, authorities and obligations of the autonomous region to regulate and manage their own government affairs and the interests of the local community, because the government realizes that central government affairs which are the authority of the central government cannot possibly be carried out as well as possible by the central government in the interests of public service governance and the welfare of the people in all regions. Considering the geographical, political, legal, social and cultural conditions that are very diverse and patterned, and the territory of the Unitary Republic of Indonesia is so broad that it encompasses various islands, it is very appropriate to provide autonomous policies so that each region will be more capable and independent to provide service and improvement of people’s welfare in the area. This change and development is a characteristic of the modern state which places more emphasis on improving people’s welfare.^{5}

---

Local governments are required as a public servant, stimulator, facilitator, catalyst, and managers who have the entrepreneurial spirit to the development process and increase social welfare. The participation of investors in the management of natural potentials are expected to help the government to manage and develop all economic power has an important role in improving the prosperity and welfare as well as provide real added value to the national economy.

One effort to increase investment in Indonesia is rearranging the rules of law, especially concerning the problem of investment to attract as many investors entered invest in Indonesia. Investors in running her business require legal certainty in investing activities so that things that have been agreed can be implemented according to the rules. Legal certainty provides legal protection for investors in investing in a form of confidence in the establishment of the legal relationship between investors who are willing to invest the capital recipient.

Investment activities in Indonesia have often complained of by the investor which is associated with licensing issues, security, employment, law enforcement, and so forth. This is to say that the investment climate in Indonesia is not conducive for investors when investing risky nature of activity so that investment activity should be supported by rules that create legal certainty, promoting justice, fair and efficient, because the principles of this law create the reasonableness and the tranquility of life.

Legal certainty for investors is a necessity that can’t be bargained again as investors, in addition, is subject to the investment law is also subject to other regulations related to investment such labour, taxes, license, land issues that serve as a material consideration in investors invest their capital. An assurance on the implementation of clear and strict rules that is the appeal of investors for their atmosphere is conducive for their investment capital remains safe so that investors can comfortably work in Indonesia.

Efforts to support increased investment, especially foreign investment, this law carries several principles including, that there is no different application between foreign investment and domestic investment, there are no restrictions on control of the public sector, including arrangements aimed at sector development and protection, to be associated with regional development, technology transfer to the development of Small and Medium Enterprises. Even this law brings the spirit of liberalization related to the opportunity for investors to transfer and repatriate capital freely and guarantee free nationalization. This is done as an effort to attract as much foreign capital as possible to support economic development.

---

development in Indonesia. Then this Investment Law also makes it easy for investors in terms of services and/or licensing of land rights as referred to in Article 21 letter “a” can be granted and extended upfront at the same time and can be renewed at the request of investment, in the form of cultivation rights title, and right to use title.

Favourable investment climate conducive to investment activity in Indonesia is reflected in the legal field of the capital market is good so it has international competitiveness will thus provide more free space in order to capital, technology and labour can move easily between regions of the country. Moreover, if it is associated with the ongoing globalization process in the world that requires local international have competitive readiness, both nationally and internationally.\(^\text{10}\)

Minimal infrastructure in the border regions has shown that the government does not have a serious concern with border management systems that can support the economic improvement of the people in the form of investment. The existence of the welfare state can not be separated from the role of government that is responsive to the management and organization of the economy to carry out its responsibility to ensure the availability of basic welfare services in a certain level for its citizens.\(^\text{11}\)

Development policies still pay less attention to border areas and are more directed towards areas that are densely populated, have easy and potential access, while development policies for remote, isolated and disadvantaged areas such as border areas are still not prioritized.

Border issues have a complex dimension, there are some crucial factors involved in them, such as jurisdiction and sovereignty of the state, political, social, economic, and defence and security. Handling various problems still faces various obstacles, especially those related. This causes a lack of attractiveness for business actors to carry out their economic activities in the border regions of Indonesia, with institutional aspects, because it has been neglected for a long period, the border region in Indonesia has been considered to have a negative image in the eyes of the world. The negative image created is a result of the border area being made as a place where the problems of illegal workers (illegal workers), logging and deforestation (illegal logging), and smuggling (smuggling). Also the underdeveloped development in the border region and the emergence of tensions as a result of the isolation of the region, causing this area can be an entry point for the escape of terrorists who are concerned about the international world (transnational-terrorists).\(^\text{12}\)

So this research attempts to answer the research results and becomes the formulation of the problem: How is the guarantee of legal certainty that provides legal protection for investors in the implementation of investment in Indonesia?

---


METHOD

This study uses the type of normative juridical research as legal science research methods. This research approach uses the primary source of secondary data in completing research, derived from a literature review that consists of some literature that can be assessed as a result of the study as legal science. Approach this type of research efforts to find a law in concreto which aims to apply the appropriate law in addressing a particular issue. Also, the historical approach complements of this article so descriptive-analytical nature biodegradable systematic and coherent in breaking down this article.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Legal Certainty Guarantee to Provides Legal Protection for Investors in the Implementation of Investment in Indonesia

Investment and economic law are two systems of the social system that interact with one another. The law is a set of norms that govern the relations of economic activity and is substantially influenced by the economic system used by the country concerned, whether liberalistic, socialist or mixed. However, according to the author’s opinion that the scope of the Investment Law cannot be separated from Article 33 of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, which is the legal basis for Indonesian economic activities.

Stated in the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, there are 2 articles that can be used as guidelines for the economic structure aspired by Indonesia, namely Article 27 Paragraph (1) and Paragraph (2) and Article 33, both articles show that there are 5 the principle which is the main characteristic of the Indonesian Economic System, namely the principle of equality in law (Article 27 Paragraph (1)), the principle of humanity (Article 27 Paragraph (2)), the principle of kinship (Article 33 Paragraph (1)), the principle of balance (Article 33 Paragraph (2)) and the principle of benefits (Article 33 Paragraph (3)).

Every opinion about investment laws have specific reasons based on differences in the angle of reviews, but most importantly by the authors is how the investment law systemic role in the economic development of Indonesia, especially in the border region so that the purpose of the establishment of the State of Indonesia as already stated emphatically in the Fourth paragraph of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia can be achieved. Indonesia’s economic development activities should be based on the provisions of the law, so that the limited economic resources can be utilized for the prosperity of the people of Indonesia based on justice.

---

Indonesian investment law should be supported toward the regulation of economic development activities in Indonesia systemically, which in turn will provide certainty in the implementation of the legal relationship to the activities of the Indonesian economy, among others, by creating rights and obligations for legal subjects. Legal certainty in the economy, especially investment or investment, is an absolute demand and is the main driving force for attracting foreign investors to invest their capital. The existence of a good legal infrastructure, which consists of a set of rules, institutions and processes that realize the enactment of such rules fact, allow for the proper functioning of the economic system.\textsuperscript{15}

Various opinions of experts on the role and function of law in national development include the opinion of Mochtar Kusumaatmadja who said that the role of law in economic development can be seen from the main purpose of law, namely order, as a basic requirement for the existence of an organized human society,\textsuperscript{16} the role of important law in achieving justice, which is essentially rooted in a condition that at a certain time desired by a certain society,\textsuperscript{17} and there are four legal functions in national development:\textsuperscript{18}

1. Law as a preserver of order and security.
2. The law as a means of development.
3. The law as a means of justice.
4. Law as a means of public education.

Investment or investment law as described above cannot be separated from international economic law. The Indonesian economy as an open economic system has economic relations with other countries in the world, which are characterized, at least, by the activities of Indonesia’s export and import trade with these countries. Conducting international trade is an activity that is commonly done by various countries.\textsuperscript{19} Likewise, the flow of investment from one country to another, both directly and indirectly or the movement of capital owners from one country to another (movement natural persons), is part of international economic activity.

A welfare state like Indonesia, investment law has a role in economic development. Economic development is aimed at achieving the objectives of the welfare state, taking into account broad employment opportunities through an opening as many economic activity units as possible. All of that requires direct capital flows

\textsuperscript{16}Ibid.
(direct investment), both sourced from within the country (domestic direct investment) and from abroad (foreign direct investment). Indonesia's economic development is carried out in accordance with the National Development Planning System, which was compiled in the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 25 of 2004 concerning the National Development Planning System, with one of the considerations that the government of the Indonesian state was formed to protect all the people of Indonesia and all of Indonesia's blood spills, advancing general welfare, educating the nation's life and participating in carrying out world order. A more detailed description of the National Development Planning System is contained in the form of Law No. 17 of 2007 concerning the National Long-Term Development Plan 2005 – 2025 (RPJPN 2005 – 2025) and is now in the third period as outlined in the Republic of Indonesia Presidential Regulation (Perpres) Number 2 of 2015 concerning the 2015 – 2019 National Medium-Term Development Plan.

Improving the investment climate is based on the fact that the lack of interest of foreign investors to Indonesia due to various constraints, which in turn inhibits the efforts of investors or cause the transfer of business to another country. The problems faced by, among others:

1. The lack of legal certainty among others, reflected a delay in settlement of cases of investment,
2. The licensing procedure and manner of bureaucratic service, takes time and is expensive,
3. The lack of investment incentives granted,
4. Uneven infrastructure and damage to a number of infrastructure in the regions have hampered the smooth expedition and distribution of people, goods and capital for investment activities,
5. The employment climate less conducive to supporting the investment activities that include quality up to wage.

Investment activities are defined as capital formation in the form of expenditures made by investors to purchase capital goods and production equipment to increase the ability to produce goods and services available in a country's economy, and economic growth in a country can occur if supported by there is an investment flow (direct investment) in the country. The presence of direct investment in general provides positive benefits for the host country, consumers and local business partners in the investment destination country.

Indonesia's economic system showed that Indonesia’s economic development can’t be separated from international economic activities. The presence of the Investment Law is an example that Indonesia’s economic development cannot be carried out on its own. The presence of foreign capital in Indonesia's economic development is a
necessity, as appropriate with other countries such as China and India. To find out how the role of foreign investment in the Indonesian economy is still relatively little research conducted to measure specifically the role of foreign investment.

Since the enactment of the Foreign Investment Law in 1967 and replaced with Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 25 of 2007 concerning Investment, investment development both in terms of the total investment value and the number of companies per year, fluctuates from year to year. Fluctuations both in terms of value and number of companies heavily influenced by Government policy in the field of foreign investment both foreign and domestic, from time to time, have ups and downs, which means that at any given moment, discretion is rigorous but at other times relatively loose.

The law contains the norms that regulate, govern, force and prohibit and so on. The norm does not understand whether the norm will be effective or not. Term development of the law has a broader meaning, thorough and fundamental than the term law reform, legal guidance. Legal reform implies constructing a legal system to adjust to changing society.

Economic growth activities are strongly supported by development funds that can be obtained through savings and investment activities. This investment activity influences contributing to economic growth. The law is very instrumental in increasing economic efficiency through investment activities, for example, that the rule of law that provides guarantees of certainty will attract investors.

Economic development resulted in a fundamental shift in world trade. This not only has a significant impact on the country but also on all forms of regional and multilateral cooperation. Investment is a key enabler which can encourage the growth of industry and trade sector activities and the creation of a good balance between sectors and trade as well as the creation of a balance across sectors and economic actors in restoring economic growth. Investment activities or investments both foreign and domestic have an impact on economic growth, this is due to the development of capital from government sources that there are limitations to investment must be minimized and reorganized. Legal certainty can give a value for the investor to take their investment policies. If the investment activities in Indonesia have a good opportunity, in the sense of a very high level of investment return for investors it is a fortune.

B. Legal Arrangements Investment Gives Certainty and Legal Protection for Investors

Following the nature of the law that is the law that regulates also the law that resolves disputes. Legal certainty is created by written regulations made by the

---

central and regional governments as a form of government seriousness in improving the economy of the community by providing legal certainty as stipulated in Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 25 of 2007 concerning Investment in Article 4 Paragraph (2) b which states that “the state guarantees legal certainty, business certainty and business security for investors from the process of licensing until the end of investment activities in accordance with statutory provisions.”

Law enforcement in the field of investment is often a question of investors. Does the investment activity have the value of certainty and legal protection for investors? This is important because investors often want legal certainty in investing.

The law was a major contributor to the validity of investing activities, namely to provide protection, legal certainty and fairness. This argument is based on an understanding that more attractive investment activity creating adequate infrastructure investment, including administrative and legal infrastructure than giving tax incentives for long term investment. The legal and development context places the laws and regulations as the main legal sources.21

Law as the main contributor in the validity of development activities must be able to provide legal protection and certainty, otherwise if the law does not support or the law is compiled and/or formulated by not using good legal principles, for example disobeying the principle, in the procedures for drafting regulations, disobeying the principles in application of legislation, this will have an impact on uncertainty and legal protection. The main source of law in development is legislation, so if there is legislation that does not adhere to the principles in the preparation and formulation of norms, then the legal regulations do not support the concept of development law. Legal certainty can provide a sense of order, peace and security if the community is involved in it. The consequence is that the law must have credibility by showing consistency flow if it is not consistent then the community will not rely on it as a set of norms that govern common life.22

The concept of law and development in Indonesia emphasizes that the main source of law is legislation. The law in providing the value of legal certainty to the community is something that must be done and implemented because the provision of legal certainty through the law must also pay attention to regional autonomy because currently the region is given the authority to explore and develop the potential of the region.

The habit of giving the job without going through the exact mechanism is very contrary to the principles of good governance, the transparency necessary with appropriate regulations. The principle of legal certainty itself is at least an aspect of legal certainty in the form of a decision that must be clearly formulated so that

21Ibid.
understanding of the decision does not depend on one’s interpretation, not multiple interpretations so that everyone who faces the decision must be able to grasp what is meant in the decision.23, 24 Another important investment activity is obedience in contract matters, because if not, then it is an indicator of violations of legal protection due to lack of legal certainty.

The Indonesian people have explicitly stated in the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia that Indonesia is a state of law, this means that all activities must be based on existing legal norms, including investors and recipients of capital in carrying out business activities in it is investing. This means that if an investor is going to make an investment in addition to having to pay attention to investment law, he must also understand the various provisions related to investment because it is important to know that the rules are made so that those who will enter the business realm to be carried out already understand the rules set.25

If a company that has obtained a business license by considering the benefits that will be obtained when running a business that has received an investment license is suddenly revoked its license, in this case it requires consistency and consequences in granting a license so that it does not violate the established legal signs so that investors feel comfortable in investing. The principle is that the relationship between investors as owners of capital and recipients of capital is very closely related because investors will be willing to invest their capital if the state as a recipient of capital can provide and guarantee legal certainty, legal protection and a sense of investment security. In the absence of legal certainty, legal protection and security it is impossible for an investor is willing to invest.26 But in reality the judge also provides multi-interpretation of the rule, for example in derivative agreements in the stock market, on the one hand derivative agreements is justified by the Act but often judges rests on the provisions of articles contained in the draft Civil Code that does not justify derivative agreements because it is categorized as a profit agreement, conducive regulations are needed that can provide protection and legal certainty in carrying out investment activities in Indonesia.

Economic development must be carried out in a consistent, joint and complementary and supportive manner so that growth leading to stable economic development increases to produce a just and prosperous state goal.27 Economic achievement in improving the lives of many people certainly cannot be separated from

---

the understanding that the law is an economic tool in upholding rights, protection for the community, especially economic actors so that they can invest safely and protected. Improvement of people’s welfare has a very broad dimension, encompassing all fields of life that directly or indirectly involve human dignity.28

If an economic activity, in this case, the investment provides legal protection in the form of legal certainty, it will have a positive impact on economic development in the country of Indonesia. Development of the law consistently and planning is one of the most important keys to the development of the national economy to raise the image and credibility of the country in the eyes of foreign investors and domestic. Appropriate law enforcement functions and mandate than the impact on the development of the national economy. The running of the legal function in business activities will provide certainty and legal protection because legal certainty and clear protection will provide motivation for economic actors to invest, both investing in the capital market, general trade, and other forms of business.

Increasing the confidence of entrepreneurs because of legal protection will determine business considerations rationally and will drive the economic wheel, economic structure, become better and increase the state revenue sector. Ensuring legal certainty will positively impact the arrival of foreign and local investors in doing business in Indonesia because of the credibility of the country used as a benchmark for their business development.

Application in providing legal certainty guarantees and legal protection for investors, the services provided in the form of a one-stop service pattern with the issuance of Presidential Regulation No. 97 of 2014 concerning the Implementation of One-Stop Integrated Services implemented by the regions with the formation of government institutions that will take care of, develop and creating an integrated licensing system with fast, efficient and effective services for investors by referring to regulations on licensing guidelines and procedures for investment facilities and regulations on guidelines and procedures for controlling investment implementation.29

This licensing system involves aspects of legality which include the validity of the objectives, authority, procedures, substance, law enforcement so that with the existence of this legality aspect, it will provide legal protection for investors. Following the functions of government to regulate and protect, licenses aim to restrict the freedom of individual activity. Privileges limit should not abandon the rule of law is the principle of legality and is therefore authorized to grant permission must refer to the legislation.

The authority to grant license according to administrative law consists of, the attribution authority is the authority attached to a position because of the law, then the delegation authority is the delegated authority so that it can be said that the attribution and delegation authority is the authority to control whether a particular body is authorized or not. A license must fulfill the validity of the procedure which can be seen from the administrative requirements, legal requirements, technical requirements, time requirements, costs and organization. Substantially permission means a prohibition, order, approval or acquisition. This relates to the juridical aspects of the licensing system. For the most accurate use of a license must be carried out supervision and sanctioning the abuse of the licensing function. Supervision can be carried out in two forms which are preventive and repressive. Preventive supervision of the government can do in the form of observations, inspections and other forms whereas repressive supervision may in the form of administrative sanction in the form of cancellation, revocation of licenses, restitution and compensation, and criminal sanctions such as imprisonment and criminal fines. Based on this interpretation, a license is closely related to the purpose, legitimacy of authority, procedures, substance and law enforcement.

Efficiency and certainty to process a license, legal certainty over how to manage and at the same time own land and other sizes, and of course require certainty of the availability of infrastructure and have not been maximally carried out by local governments, in particular the North Sulawesi Province in implementing the Nawacita program, especially the third point, which emphasizes development starting from the periphery by strengthening regions and villages within the framework of the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia.

The complexity of these problems will lead to costs that are costly to investors and, if not resolved the government would lose its momentum. Specifically, in the legal sector of local governments should no longer be preoccupied with handling issues that are of low relevance to the main objectives. Actually, the purpose of granting autonomy to local governments is to improve services and better community welfare, development of democratic life, better and more equitable distribution of public services, respect for local culture and pay attention to the potential and diversity of the region. A focus on supervising and running the wheels of government is really needed when confronting and solving problems with nuances of uncertainty that boils down to the difficulty of creating macro stability.

There are a lot of laws in Indonesia overlap so need to reform the rules so as not to confuse investors, examples of some of the regulations are not in sync with the

---

regulation of supporters among others Broking, the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 5 of 1960 on Basic Regulation principal Agraria is called a 30-year term and can be extended for a maximum of 20 years, but Law Number 25 of 2007 concerning Investment is disclosed that the Right to Build can be granted up to 80 years by being granted and extended in advance 50 years and renewed for 30 years. These different rules create confusion when employers consult with the National Land Agency when the Right to Build will expire. In addition to environmental licenses, it is stated in the Republic of Indonesia Government Regulation No. 142 of 2015 concerning Industrial Estates that industrial companies in industrial estates are exempted from licensing concerning disturbance, environment, location, place of business, allotment of land use, approval of land plan and analysis traffic impact. However, the reality of the environmental license must still be owned by business actors who refer to the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 32 of 2009 concerning Environmental Protection and Management and the Government of the Republic of Indonesia Number 27 of 2012 concerning Environmental Permits. Inequality between regulations on environmental licenses is an obstacle to investment activities. Government Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia Number 142 of 2015 cannot be implemented because the local government and investors are afraid of being subjected to criminal threats and fines as referred to in the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 32 of 2009.

Other rules that overlap and make it difficult for the business world to develop. Whereas regularity will only exist if there is certainty and legal certainty must be made. Investors hope that the government can improve the ranking of ease of doing business, so that such rules can be sought by the government so that entrepreneurs and investors have certainty and a sense of security.

Increased investment in the country depends also on the availability of manpower, therefore it is necessary to propose that local governments can spur improvement in the quality of the workforce with a dual system of education, which prioritizes the practice of the world of work. The regional government in the border region must allocate a large education fund to be used to develop a dual system through collaboration between schools, companies and the government to produce a workforce that is reliable and ready to use. Apart from the complexity of the issue of regional autonomy, in terms of investment law efforts to improve the investment climate are quite important steps in building market confidence because it is realized that Indonesia is included in the high country risk category for the entry of foreign investment flows.

The government and business actors in the regions must realize the need to seek a conducive investment climate in the region to attract regional investment.

---

flows because if it is not realized then the existing investment has the opportunity to withdraw and relocate to countries that promise investment security. If there are investors who enter certain regions, it is not certain that they will dare to invest directly in the long term with the consideration that at any time undesirable things are related to country risk, relocation is easy to do and investment risk can be minimized.\textsuperscript{33}

Many large investments are threatened due to lack of legal certainty. The targeted investment value will not be achieved if the certainty of the contract and the legal basis is not implemented properly. Investment policies made by the central government are often hampered by regional autonomy through regional regulations and other bureaucracies. Many Perda is inconsistent with higher regulations because regional policies often hamper investment inflows. Local regulations that do not refer to higher regulations can cause disharmony in legal products, but national and global factors such as political stability, national security and resilience, rule of law and consistency of local government programs are determinants.\textsuperscript{34} This is due to the implementation of regional autonomy which is not conducive and efficient enough. The obstacles that are often experienced by investors include policy inconsistencies, complicated and expensive bureaucracy, regional policy uncertainty, many levies including illegal levies, communal conflicts to land disputes. To overcome economic problems, especially in investing, the government is taking steps to encourage the competitiveness of national industries, through deregulation, bureaucratization, and law enforcement and business certainty.

There are ways in creating how important it is to provide legal certainty so that the desire to invest in Indonesia can be realized, especially in border areas, which is to reorganize the course of the organization and policies that impede legal certainty, to break the chain that has no effectiveness in launching and facilitating investment, the duration of the implementation of the licensing administration system is accelerated so as to produce an effective and efficient settlement pattern, ensuring all functions involved in it have the intensity and capacity in favor of economic development in the perspective of regional autonomy in developing border areas based on people’s welfare, in addition to that department which has a low scope of endeavor so as not to hold authority in handling licenses so as to make it easier for investors to invest.

The importance of this method is to strengthen everything related to the ease of investing in Indonesia, especially in border areas in North Sulawesi, which has not been very convincing, one of which is the availability of adequate infrastructure. Obstacles like this that must be resolved by the government, especially local governments. As


\textsuperscript{34}Ibid.
an element of the nation in which related to development at this time feel that this situation must be changed as soon as possible, and need bureaucratic reform that aims to create a professional government bureaucracy with adaptive, integrated, high-performance, clean and free from corruption, collusion and nepotism, able serving the public and based on the code of ethics of the state apparatus.\textsuperscript{35}

The obstacles that result in the non-optimal functioning of the economy to run well at any scale must be pushed aside so that the wheels and economic policies can be sustainable. These barriers must be cut if the local government wishes to achieve economic growth in moderate numbers. In the future, after improvements are made, it is expected that our country’s economic forecasts can run faster. This can happen if bureaucratic reforms characterized by the realization of collision-free government, improved quality of public services and increased capacity and accountability of bureaucratic performance are achieved.\textsuperscript{36} No more threats are found that have the potential to disrupt economic policy so that it impacts on welfare so that by carrying out law enforcement and certainty in investing will produce a form of a resilient economy. Exploring the existing economic potentials and the strong handling of the legal settlement will form a new economic cycle.

Economic turnover by prioritizing positive economic growth based on people’s welfare to drive the flow of goods and services and increase regional production which in turn was followed by an increase in various leading sectors of the border region in North Sulawesi such as marine, agriculture, trade, tourism. In Indonesia, domestic investors also need foreign investors, especially those related to the exploitation of natural resources which are often considered to conflict with national interests, whereas on the other hand, Indonesia is in dire need of foreign investment to drive the economy, especially during the economic slowdown.

Over the years it has been proven that foreign investment in Indonesia has succeeded in absorbing mass labour, increasing state revenues and human resource capabilities because there is a transfer of knowledge and technology that in many ways, foreign investment is not just investment/capital, but also the creation of value-added to improving community welfare. on the contrary, the strong influence of public opinion and weak investor protection makes foreign investors reluctant to increase their investment, so that legal certainty and protection is needed for all parties, both society and the state and foreign investors so that the benefits can be felt by all parties.

The study of the rules on investment needs to be reviewed and adjusted to the conditions and comprehensive evaluation so that foreign investment in Indonesia wants to expand its business wing in the Indonesian border region so that it can

\textsuperscript{36}Ibid.
survive and obtain more benefits, while the national interest is more maintained and can be optimized. Besides that, Indonesia also needs to follow the trend of investment policies in the world, so that investment in the country can grow and develop quickly, if the policy framework in Indonesia is far behind other places, it is difficult to expect investment to grow high. Although in the current era of globalization, economies between countries are very open and interdependent, although several developing countries try to maintain their existence by protecting trade and industry, especially those closely related to the livelihoods of many people.

CONCLUSION

Legal protection in the context of investment law means providing legal protection to investors in carrying out their investment activities and providing legal certainty consistently. Investment policies made by the central government are often hampered by regional autonomy because policies in the regions often hamper the entry of investment. This is due to the implementation of regional autonomy which is not conducive and efficient enough. Barriers that are often experienced by investors, including inconsistency of policy, regional policy uncertainty, and land disputes. To solve the economic problems, especially in investment, the government has taken steps to boost the competitiveness of the national industry, through deregulation, de-bureaucratization, as well as law enforcement and business certainty. This requires steps that provide legal certainty so that the desire to invest in Indonesia can be realized, especially in border areas, which is to reorganize the course of the organization and policies that impede certainty, break links that do not have the effectiveness in launching and facilitating investment, the importance of the stepping-stone to do is to consolidate everything related to the ease of investing in the country can be resolved. Investors themselves are aware that the investment climate in Indonesia, especially in the border areas in North Sulawesi has not been so convincing, one of which the availability of adequate infrastructure. Concern and seriousness of local governments on development priorities in the border areas need to be improved by the provision of adequate infrastructures such as the security of legal certainty and legal protection of investors in encouraging activity. Suggestions from this research are the need to reform the laws and regulations that govern regional regulations in North Sulawesi related to investment management in border areas that can provide certainty and legal protection for investors.
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